An impressive progress in measurements of the D 0 − D 0 mixing parameters has been made in recent years. We explore the implications of these measurements to models of new physics, especially in view of recent upper bounds on the amount of CP violation. We update the constraints on non-renormalizable four-quark operators. We show that the experiments are close to probing minimally flavor violating models with large tan β. The data challenge models with a scale of order TeV where the flavor violation in the down sector is suppressed by alignment and, in particular, certain classes of supersymmetric models and of warped extra dimension models. ‡ The Amos de-Shalit chair of theoretical physics *
I. INTRODUCTION
The neutral D-meson system is the only one among the four neutral meson systems (K, D, B, B s ) that is made of up-type quarks. But this is not the only unique aspect of this system:
1. It is the only system where long distance contributions to the mixing are orders of magnitude above the (Standard Model) short distance ones.
2. It is the only system where the Standard Model (SM) contribution to the CP violation in the mixing amplitude is expected to be below the permil level.
The first point means that it is extremely difficult to theoretically predict the width-and (more significant for our purposes) mass-splitting. The second point implies that, in spite of this inherent uncertainty, D 0 − D 0 mixing can unambiguously signal new physics in case that it is found to exhibit CP violation. Alternatively, if no CP violation is observed, it will provide useful constraints on new physics .
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain constraints on new physics from the new experimental data. In particular, the fact that there is now, for the first time, evidence that CP violation in D 0 − D 0 mixing is small, can be cleanly interpreted in various frameworks of new physics.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section II we define the experimental parameters and present their allowed ranges. In Section III we define the theoretical parameters and derive their allowed ranges. In Section IV we apply the bounds to a generic effective theory, namely to ∆C = 2 four quark operators, while in Section V we focus on minimally flavor violating models. Sections VI and VII deal with, respectively, supersymmetric models of alignment and models of warped extra dimensions. Our conclusions are summarized in Section VIII.
II. THE EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
We start be reviewing the formalism of charm mixing (see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4] ). The two neutral D-meson mass eigenstates, |D 1 of mass m 1 and width Γ 1 and |D 2 of mass m 2 and width Γ 2 , are linear combinations of the interaction eigenstates |D 0 (with quark content cū) and |D 0 (with quark contentcu): 
2)
The decay amplitudes into a final state f are defined as follows:
We define a complex dimensionless parameter λ f :
The time-dependent decay rates of interest are those of the doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decay into a flavor-specific final state.
and singly-Cabibbo-suppressed decay into a CP eigenstate:
The expressions above are valid only in the limit x, y 1, which is the case for the D system.
The effects of indirect CP violation can be parameterized in the following way [5] :
where r d is a real and positive dimensionless parameter, δ f is a strong (CP conserving) mode-dependent phase, and φ is a weak (CP violating) universal phase. Similar expressions can be written to decays into any final state. The appearance of a single weak phase that is common to all final states is related to the absence of direct CP violation, while the absence of a strong phase in λ K + K − is related to the fact that the final state is a CP eigenstate.
In our analysis we assume that effects of direct CP violation are negligibly small even in the presence of new physics (NP). The question of NP contributions to direct CP violation in the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays was investigated in detail in [6, 7] and shown to be indeed generically small. In some special cases it could reach order 30%. The singly Cabibbo suppressed decays case was studied in [8] . Typically direct CP violation is suppressed, but in special models (or corners of parameter space) it could be non-negligible. Experimental constraints on direct CP violation in charm decays were analyzed by the heavy flavor averaging group (HFAG) [9] and found to be of order one percent. Furthermore, the effect of including direct CP violation on the NP contributions was recently considered in [10] and shown to be subdominant. 
HFAG has fitted the data, and obtained the following one sigma ranges [9] :
1 − |q/p| = +0.06 ± 0.14,
where φ is given in radians. These results imply the following:
1. The width-splitting and mass-splitting are at a level close to one percent.
CP violation is small.
We would now like to translate these statements, made for the parameters that are used to describe the experimental results, to parameters that represent the theory input.
III. THE THEORETICAL PARAMETERS
The D 0 − D 0 transition amplitudes are defined as follows:
The overall phase of the mixing amplitude is not a physical quantity. It can be changed by the choice of phase convention for the up and charm quarks. The relative phase between M 12
and Γ 12 is, however, phase convention independent and has therefore physics consequences.
The three physical quantities related to the mixing can be defined as
Note that various papers use different sign conventions for φ 12 . In the absence of direct CP violation, the following two conditions are met:
In the following we assume that the tree level decay amplitudes in the processes (2.5) and (2.6) are given by the SM. This implies that there is no direct CP violation and that y 12 , which is generated by decay into final states that are common to D 0 and D 0 decays, is described by SM physics (see, however [11] ). In that case the relations between the experimental parameters and the theoretical ones are given in Ref. [12] . Given a new physics model, one can calculate x 12 and φ 12 in terms of the model parameters. We are thus particularly interested in using experimental data to constrain x 12 and φ 12 and subsequently the new physics model parameters. Actually, the parameters that are most convenient for the analysis of NP effects are x 12 and x 12 sin φ 12 which are related directly to, respectively, the absolute value and the imaginary part of the NP operators.
We can express the theoretical parameters in terms of x, y and φ, 4) or x, y and |q/p|,
The fact that the four experimental observables (x, y, φ, |q/p|) can be expressed in terms of three theoretical input parameters (x 12 , y 12 , φ 12 ) means that a model-independet relation between the experimental observables is predicted [12] .
Using the relations between the experimental and theoretical parameters, the experimental data bound the theoretical parameters. Since the relations are complicated, we need the full correlations between the experimental measurements to perform such a task. We do not aim to do it here; Instead, we assume no correlation and use the 1σ bounds. Once a full treatment is done, our results can be straightforwardly re-scaled to the new bounds.
There are two common parameterizations that are used to present constraints on new physics from neutral meson mixing. These are the (r D , θ D ) and the (h D , σ D ) parameterizations defined by
We use the superscript "SM" 
IV. MODEL INDEPENDENT CONSTRAINTS
The most general effective Hamiltonian for ∆C = 2 processes (see [15] for a recent discussion on the ∆C = 1 case) from new physics at a high scale Λ NP m W can be written as follows:
where
and α, β are color indices. The operatorsQ We take into account the running and mixing of the operators between the scale of new physics and the m D scale. This is performed using the formula
and the relevant inputs given in [16, 17] .
In this way, we obtain the following constraints from x NP 12 ∼ < 0.012:
We further obtain the following constraints from x NP 12 sin φ NP 12 ∼ < 0.0022:
(4.5)
We learn the following points (the strongest constraints correspond to maximal CP violating phases): 
V. MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
In models of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [18, 19] , the Yukawa matrices are taken to be spurions,
under the flavor symmetry
We 
where r GMFV is relevant to general MFV (GMFV) models, in which the contributions from higher powers of the bottom Yukawa coupling are important and need to be resummed.
In such a case, the simple relation between the contribution from the strange and bottom quarks does not apply [19] . In cases where either tan β is low or only the leading term in the MFV expansion is important, denoted as linear MFV (LMFV), r GMFV = 0; Otherwise it is expected to be an order one number. We thus have
where γ is the relevant phase of the unitarity triangle. We put here y We learn the following points:
MFV models with two Higgs doublets can contribute to
for very large tan β (see also [19] ).
2. Single Higgs doublet models, and two Higgs doublet models with small tan β, contribute at O(10 −7 ).
3. The CP violating part of these contributions is not suppressed compared to the CP conserving part.
Note that the CP violating part of these contributions is the only part that can provide a convincing signal. It can give an O(0.1) effect, provided that two conditions are fulfilled:
First, tan β ∼ m t /m b is required. Second, the new physics contribution is either tree level or, if it is loop level, logarithmically enhanced. The latter applies, for example, to supersymmetry with gauge mediation with a relatively high mediation scale (that is, not far below the grand unification scale). For tan β ∼ 1 (or single Higgs doublet) models, the new physics effects are unobeservably small. In Fig. 1 we show in pink (yellow) the range predicted by the LMFV (GMFV) class of models. The GMFV yellow band is obtained by scanning the range r GMFV ∈ (−1, +1) (but keeping the magnitude of z 1 fixed for simplicity). [24, 25, 26] . In particular, it implies that some level of degeneracy between their masses is required.
We ignore contributions involving squarks of the third generations andũ L −ũ R mixing.
We parameterize the flavor suppression by the factors
wherem Q (m U ) is the average mass of the first two squark up-doublet (up-singlet) generations, ∆m
) is the mass-squared difference between them and Λ NP =m,
Here,m is the average squark mass, mg is the gluino mass and g i (x) are known kinematic functions [27] (for simplicity, we neglect the LR contributions),
We use as reference point mg =m, for which
We obtain:
Takingm ∼ < 1 T eV , we find the following constrains from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5):
In models of alignment,
where we used m u /m c ≈ 0.002. Comparing to Eq. (6.7), we find the following upper bounds on mass splittings:
Furthermore, in models of alignment, the phases are assumed to be of order one. Taking maximal phases, we obtain from Eq. (6.8)
(m Q 1 +m Q 2 ) and similarly for the SU(2)-singlet squarks, we find that we thus have an upper bound on the splitting between the first two squark generations:
The first bound applies to the up squark doublets, while the second to the average of the doublet mass splitting and the singlet mass splitting. The range in each of the bounds corresponds to values of the phase between zero and maximal. We can thus make the following conclusions concerning models of alignment:
1. The mass splitting between the first two squark doublet generations should be below 14%. For phases of order one, the bound is about 2 − 3 times stronger.
2. In the simplest models of alignment, the mass splitting between the first two squark generations should be smaller than about four percent.
3. The second (stronger) bound can be avoided in more complicated models of alignment, where holomorphic zeros suppress the mixing in the singlet sector.
4. While renormalization group evolution (RGE) effects can provide some level of universality, even for anarchical boundary conditions, the upper bound (6.12) requires not only a high scale of mediation [29] but also that, at the scale of mediation, the gluino mass is considerably higher than the squark masses.
In any model where the splitting between the first two squark doublet generations is
12 |, one arrives at a constraint very similar to the first bound in Eq. (6.12). We conclude that the constraints on the level of degeneracy between the squark doublets (stronger than five to fourteen percent) apply to any supersymmetric model where the mass of the first two squark doublet generations is below TeV. It is suggestive that the mechanism that mediates supersymmetry breaking is flavor-universal, as in gauge mediation.
VII. WARPED EXTRA DIMENSIONS
Randall-Sundrum (RS) models of warped extra dimensions predict that there are new tree level contributions to D 0 − D 0 mixing from the exchange of Kaluza-Klein (KK) gluons [30] .
The flavor suppression of such contributions is determined, up to O(1) uncertainties from the five-dimensional Yukawa couplings, by the values of the quark wave-functions on the IR brane,
, for the left-handed (right-handed) fields. These wave-functions, which depend on the fermion bulk masses c i , can be estimated from the quark flavor parameters,
where y q i are the four-dimensional Yukawa couplings.
A question that is crucial in many respects and, in particular, for the discovery potential of the LHC, is that of the lower bound on the mass of the KK excitations. There are bounds from electroweak precision measurements on the KK mass scale of order 3 TeV. The weakest flavor constraints arise in models where there is an alignment of the down sector flavor parameters such that contributions to flavor changing neutral currents in the down sector are highly suppressed [31, 32, 33] . In that case, the bounds from D 0 − D 0 mixing play a crucial role, since the up sector tends to possess an anarchical structure as in the generic models [30] .
We first consider the case where the Higgs is localized on the IR brane. The KK gluon exchange contributes to the various terms of Eq. (4.1) by mediating four-quark interactions:
where we listed the two operators that yield the strongest constraints. Here M G is the mass of the KK gluon, g s * is the bulk SU(3) gauge coupling, Y * is the typical size of the (presumably anarchical) entries in the IR brane localized Yukawa interactions and γ(c) is a correction function to the overlap of the quarks with the first KK gluon, given by [33, 34] γ(c) = For the purpose of a quantitative analysis, we take g s * = 3, obtained by matching to the 4D coupling at one-loop [35] . We also use c The bounds in Table I can be further relaxed by considering a bulk Higgs (note that the dimension of the Yukawa coupling changes in this case, so that Y * is given in units of √ k).
The couplings of the light quarks with a bulk Higgs are enhanced. The RS contribution to z 1 does not change, to leading order, since the effect of a bulk Higgs on the rotation angles f i /f j is subleading. However, the mass relations of the form y i ≈ Y * f Q i f u i , used to obtain the contribution to z 4 , are altered in this case. This change can be expressed by a function that corrects for the overlap of the wavefunctions of the Higgs with two zero-mode quarks, relative to the IR Higgs case [37] :
where r H 00 depends on the Higgs profile in the bulk, parameterized by β = 4 + µ 2 (µ is the bulk mass of Higgs in units of k). Hence, z 4 is given in this case by
For a Higgs maximally spread into the bulk (that is, saturating the anti-de Sitter stability bound -β = 0), the bound on M G is reduced by a factor of ∼ 2, to 2.4/Y * TeV.
We learn that the recent measurements of D 0 − D 0 mixing impose additional constraints on the RS model. In particular, given an IR Higgs, a 3 TeV KK scale requires Y * > ∼ 1.6, which is close to the perturbativity bound Y * < ∼ 2π/N KK , where N KK stands for the number of KK state below the theory's UV cutoff. That has also implications for alignment models [31] , where the larger the value of Y * is, the larger the next to leading order corrections are, which spoils the alignment.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Recent bounds on CP violation in D 0 − D 0 mixing are particularly significant, becauseunlike the mass splitting and the width splitting -there is no standard model contribution that can interfere with the new physics. We studied the implications of these measurements to various frameworks of new physics.
For generic models, we obtained the following results:
• Generic new physics that contributes to the operators (4.1) at tree level with couplings of O(1) must lie at a very high scale, Λ NP ∼ > (4 − 10) × 10 3 T eV .
• Generic new physics that contributes to the operators (4.1) at the loop level with effective coupling of O(α 2 2 ) (similar to the SM) must lie at a high scale, Λ NP ∼ > (1 − 3) × 10 2 T eV .
• New physics at or below the TeV scale must have a highly suppressed coupling, e.g., • Neither electroweak loop suppression nor alignment of order sin θ c are sufficient to allow new physics at the TeV scale. There must be some level of degeneracy -stronger than O(0.1) -to allow that.
For models with minimal flavor violation (MFV), we reached the following conclusions:
• MFV models with two Higgs doublets can contribute to D 0 − D 0 mixing up to O(0.1) of the experimental value for very large tan β.
• Single Higgs doublet models, and two Higgs doublet models with small tan β, contribute at O(10 −7 ).
• The CP violating part of these contributions is not suppressed compared to the CP conserving part.
Our findings imply that MFV models with very large tan β will be probed once the experimental sensitivity to CP violation in mixing reaches the ten percent level.
For supersymmetric models with quark-squark alignment, we learn the following:
• The mass splitting between the first two squark doublet generations should be below 14%. For phases of order one, the bound is two to three times stronger.
• In the simplest models of alignment, the mass splitting between the first two squark generations should be smaller than about four percent.
• The second (stronger) bound can be avoided in more complicated models of alignment where holomorphic zeros suppress the mixing in the singlet sector.
• While RGE effects can provide some level of universality, even for anarchical boundary conditions, the upper bound (6.12) requires not only a high scale of mediation [29] but also that, at the scale of mediation, the gluino mass is considerably higher than the squark masses [26] .
For models of warped extra dimensions where alignment is used to relax the bounds from K 0 − K 0 mixing, we find the following:
• The lower bound on the KK-gluon mass is pushed to be above 2.5 (10) TeV for the maximally (minimally) composite top case depending on the size of the 5D Yukawa coupling assuming at least three KK states. The flavor constraints are then stronger than those from the electroweak precision measurements for a large portion of the parameter space.
